Diy sustain pedal

Just yesterday, I broke out the old Axiom The trusty keyboard I have had for about 10 years. The
one that has stood the test of time through tours, clubs and drinks being spilled on it! I was
going to play some chords for a new tune I was working on. Luckily, I knew that the sustain
pedal circuits are simpleâ€¦ like really super simple. So I made my own and you can too! Go
ahead and separate the RCA cables. Then cut the end off of one of them. Next, strip about 1â€”2
inch es off the protective sleeve of the wire. Be careful as the ground wires are extremely thin
and fragile and encircle a second wire inside. Gently gather the exposed wires and twist them
together making them one thicker, stronger wire. Next, strip the protective layer off the second
wire that was inside. I suggest stripping about half the length as the outer wire. That way the
two wires have no chance of making a connection near the base. Once we ouch those two wires
together the circuit is closed and we can activate the keyboards sustain function!! Can you
believe it? Quickly tap a note. Next touch the two ends of the wires together and tap the note
again and you should hear the note sustained. Then take the wires apart and the sustain should
stop. Now touch the two wires together and tap the note again. You should hear the note
sustained until you disconnect the wires. If, after you disconnect the two wires, the sustain is
not released it means you have a short somewhere. You could do something like take a few
clothespins and fasten them side by side somehow. This is the main part of the pedal. Next,
wrap each end of the exposed wires around separate paper clips. Then tape or glue one of the
paper clips to the inside top of the clothespinsâ€”the end you usually squeeze to open the
pinsâ€”and the other to the inside bottom. You will want to fasten them as close to the end as
you can, making sure that when they pins are squeezed the paperclips do in fact make a
connection. More articles by this author. Joshua Casper is an accomplished live performer, DJ,
producer, and music educator. His specialties are centered in and around Ableton Live and
Native Instruments. His educational material has been featured on Ableton. His music has been
featured on Dubstep. Read More. Create an account or login to get started! Audio is your
ultimate daily resource covering the latest news, reviews, tutorials and interviews for digital
music makers, by digital music makers. Log In Create Account. A NonLinear Educating
Company. You're in the right place. We only need one or the two that usually come together.
Joshua Casper More articles by this author. Related Videos. The Facts. In Lockdown?
Discussion Want to join the discussion? Featured Articles. Related Articles. Spotlight Courses.
Categories News Reviews Tutorials Interviews. The great secreat of sustain pedals for
electronic keyboards is that they are just on-off switches. That is, when you press the pedal,
two wires are connected. That's it. Now suppose you are in the mood for composing and
playing, and you realize that your pedal is somehow missing. This instructable shows how to
make a temporary but working! MIDI pedal out of things around you. No tools, experience or
ability required! You will need: 1. An empty CD box 2. Some wires 4. Duck tape 6. Plasticine cat
to oversee you activities. Take an empty CD box and remove the label. Put a bent paper clip
inside, as shown. Tape it to the box with duck tape. Now if you try to close it, it will bounce
back, like a pedal. The problem is that it will snap closed if you press hard enough. We resolve
this problem in the next step. Take your favorite tool scredriver, knife, ruler, fork and remove
those little bits on the cover that make it snap and lock closed. There are usually four of them.
Now press on the cover and see if it bounces back with enough force. Add more paperclips on
the inside to your satisfaction. Note that you probably won't get enough force to sustain the
weight of your foot, unless you have really hardcore paperclips. Now take some wire any wire
will do, I found some speaker wires and strip them using your favourite tool i. Firmly attach a
paperclip to each wire by twisting, wrapping around, tying a knot, etc. Now duck tape the wires
with paperclips to the CD box so that the paperclips touch when the box is closed, and don't
touch when it's open. Attach the wires from your new pedal by twisting. Use duck tape to
insulate and firmly attach the wires to each other. Try your new pedal and have fun! Note: it is
impossible for you to ever screw up anywhere in this instructable. If you "short" the wires, you
will simply get a pedal which is always pressed, which might be useful or not depending on the
style of your music. So you and your instrument are safe, unless you try to somehow plug the
pedal into an electricity socket while holding the wires. Joking aside, Nice ible :. I made one last
night. Works great but I had to make a few changes - mine did the exact opposite i. I used and
old fashioned tin with a bullfrog clip and it feels very sturdy! Reply 9 years ago on Introduction.
If you have a Yamaha keyboard, note that it can accept both kinds of pedals the ones which
create the connection on push down as well as the ones that break it. When you turn the
keyboard on, it looks at the state of the pedal and treats this as "pedal off". I cut up an old
headphone 3. Made this and it's the only sustain pedal I've ever needed. I used a spare drum
kick pedal instead of a cd case. Told my old radioshack boss about it. He said plastic ones they
sell always break and get refunded. He really liked using a metal drum pedal. Thanks Mr. Thanks
so much for this instructable! Works great! The CD case feel weak and like its going to crack

any second but its probably just the case that I'm using. Reply 11 years ago on Introduction. I
think if you have money for keyboards, that you won't have any problems with finding
paperclips and cd case Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! BurdUp 4 years
ago. Reply Upvote. HadiT 6 years ago on Introduction. You, sir, are a genius. I made one, it
works great, and it was so easy to make! Going to try right now Lets see how it work Thanks
man!! Quest for Questions 10 years ago on Introduction. Agroking schnellboot Reply 11 years
ago on Introduction. DIY Fever â€” Building my own guitars, amps and pedals. The kit contains
a sustainer driver which replaces neck pickup on guitar and a circuit board that contains the
electronics. The original Fernandes sustainer also has an active pickup which can be used as a
conventional neck pickup when sustainer is not used, but this project does not include that
feature. This limits guitar tonal options in one way but gives completely new possibilities. When
sustainer is turned on, we take the signal from the bridge pickup, amplify it using a simple audio
amplifier and use the amplified signal to drive the driver instead of a regular guitar speaker.
Think of the driver as speaker coil that cannot move. The driver generates electromagnetic EM
field that moves the strings instead of moving the conventional speaker diaphragm. Guitar
strings are close to the driver and get excited by the EM field, casing them to vibrate
indefinitely. In a nutshell, sustainer works exactly the opposite from a regular guitar pickup.
Instead of picking up the vibrations of the strings, it is causing the strings to vibrate. Keep in
mind though, that we cannot use a conventional guitar pickup as a driver because it has very
high impedance and DC resistance typically 5KK. Amplifiers usually work with loads between 4
and 8 ohms, so we will need to make our driver very similar to guitar pickup, but wind it with
thicker wire and less turns to aim for DC resistance of 8 ohms. Building your own sustainer is
not simple and requires a lot of research and experimenting. Make sure you have basic
knowledge in soldering, electronics, guitar wiring and pickup building. Otherwise, this can
easily prove to be a painful project and you may be better off buying a real Ferndandes
sustainer or Sustainiac. Total cost of the build is between 10 and 20 euros or dollars ,
depending on what you already have. You can buy a new single coil bobbin and pickup cover
online or try to salvage one from an old pickup. I got a bunch of them from a friend and picked
one that had a bobbin I liked. I used a traditional single coil bobbin with 6 pole pieces which
makes for a discrete driver, but many DIY-ers had great results with rail-type pickups, and
original sustainer is also rail. Strip the pickup and remove all wire. In this case, pickup was
potted which made stripping wire even harder. For sustainer driver, optimal coil height seems to
be around 3mm, which means that we need to modify the bobbin to limit coil height to 3mm.
One way to do it is shown below. The way I did it was using a thin around 0. Then I glued it in
place using epoxy glue. Super glue can also be used for quicker setting time. The
recommended wire gauge for winding the coil is 0. Other gauges might work, but thinner wire
will have less resistance, so it would take less turns to get to the target coil resistance of 8
ohms. Other other hand, thicker wire has less resistance, so we need more turns to get to 8
ohms. More turns of thicker wire would make a physically large coil that might be too large to fit
on a guitar pickup bobbin. Taking the resistance of copper into account, we can calculate that
we need around Using the calculator for estimating number of turns we get around turns on a
strat bobbin. I used transparent universal glue to pot the pickup after each 20 or so turns to
make sure the coil is kept in place and to prevent microphonics. After or so turns you can try to
take the insulation off a tiny portion of the wire using a knife and measure the resistance of the
coil so far. Otherwise, do a layer or two more and repeat until you get to the target resistance.
For the circuit we want to build a real clean guitar amplifier that operates the same way as a
conventional amplifier, but instead of driving a speaker, it drives our sustainer. Pretty much any
amplifier that can deliver few hundreds of milliwatts of power can do the job. Both circuits may
be found at runoffgroove. I used trimmers for all controls and omitted Ruby volume control, as
we already have one in the Fetzer Valve part of the circuit. For my build I used this simple but
not very compact perfboard layout. I suggest building as small board as possible, increasing
the chance of fitting it inside the guitar without the need for routing. By popular request, I
updated the article with a proposed wiring for the sustainer driver and circuit. The two modes
can be toggled using a DPDT switch that flips the positive and negative side of the amplifier
output. This is the simplest implementation that kills the battery supply to preserve power and
when engaged it wires bridge pickup to the amplifier. After the driver is installed in the guitar,
we need to tweak the Gain and Volume trimmers to make sure that we get enough sustain but
not get into feedback and oscillation. I suggest starting with both trimmers around noon and
tweaking it from there. Like with the pickups, the driver height will affect how it performs. The
closer it is to the string, the stronger it will affect them. Project Guitar "Sustainer Ideas" thread
very large Project Guitar tutorial on building driver Program for calculating number of turns for
given core dimensions and wire gauge Official Fernandes Sustainer page. Thank you very much

for this article. Im going to build sustainer and I have two questions. Do you think i can use
humbucker, where one bobbin would be sustainer driver but the second will be a single coil
pickup? I think they shouldnt interfere which each other. The second: what do you think about
puting sustainer driver in the middle pickup point strat or even at the bridge? Will it have
enough strength to swing the strings? You need the sustainer as far from the bridge as
possible, so no other position would work I think. Feel free to try it, it would be a breakthrough if
you succeed. I wonder if it is possible to wrap the wire around the existing wire of the neck
pickup in order to still be able to use it, providing that there is enough place, with p for instance.
But no reason for you to not experiment, maybe you come up with something good. If you are
familiar with the Fernandes Sustainer circuit, I have a guitar that came with it and an EMG 81 in
the bridge. I hate the tone of the Sustainer as a neck pickup. Is it possible to add a single coil
sized pickup next to it and just have the Sustainer function as a sustainer and use the new neck
pickup in the traditional 3-way switch manner? Thanks in advance! I have a humbucker pickup
upon which i just unwound one of the bobbins, then wound the cable to 8 ohms and left the
other bobbin as-is? Is this ok? Or should I wind both of the bobbins maybe to 4 ohms each? If
this is the case, I would probably use thicker wire as I only need to get too 4 ohms per bobbinwith the thicker wire giving me better impedance? Or am I speaking non-sense?! Yeah, you
need one bobbin. I would use the same 0. I bought a used guitar, with a kit sustainer circuit. The
circuit already has harmonic and mix modes, but no transformer on the pcb. Regards, Immo
roseblood11 on the forums. Name required. Mail will not be published required. Consider
making a small PayPal donation by clicking on the link below. Thank you! I buy my strings and
accessories from StringsAndBeyond. They have great selection and awesome prices, check
them out! The idea behind this site is to share my experience with Do It Yourself approach to
guitars, amplifiers and pedals. Whether you want to save a couple of bucks by performing a
mod or upgrade yourself instead of paying a tech, or want to build your own piece of gear from
scratch, I'm sure you will find something interesting here. Also, this is the home of DIY Layout
Creator, a free piece of software for drawing circuit layouts and schematics, written with DIY
enthusiasts in mind. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function
properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security
features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that
may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect
user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
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